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The OK-3907 Series is the industry’s leading cut-
and-strip tool for copper interconnect
applications. Installers and telecom technicians
enjoy its rugged construction, ergonomic plastic
grips, and high-leverage handle design, which
allows time savings through the simultaneous
cutting of multiple wires. Blades are made from
specially tempered spring steel for clean, nick-
free wire stripping.

ADJUSTABLE PRECISION WIRE 
STRIPPERS OK-3907 SERIES

  JONARD         Wire Size                  Adjustable Strip-Off Length              Replacement

  P/N AWG        mm                   Inches                         mm              Blade

  OK-3907-2224     22-24    0.65-0.50      1-1⁄2" to 1-3⁄4"      38.10 to 44.45       SB-2224

  OK-3907-2426     24-26    0.50-0.40      1-1⁄2" to 1-3⁄4"      38.10 to 44.45       SB-2426

  OK-3907-2830     28-30    0.32-0.25       7/8” to 1 1/8”        22.22 to 28.57       SB-2830

  JIC-4473*             22-24    0.65-0.50      1-1⁄2" to 1-3⁄4"      38.10 to 44.45       SB-2224

OK-3907

SB-2224SB-2426
SB-2830

* Supplied with 2 blades, SB-2224 and SB-2426

A revolutionary concept for easy and clean stripping of wires for wire
wrapping, electronic and appliance applications. Biomechanically designed for
maximum efficiency. Easy to operate... place wire (up to 4) in stripping slot with
ends extending beyond cutter blades... press tool and pull... wire is cut and
stripped to proper “wire wrapping” length. The hardened steel cutting blades
and sturdy construction of the tool ensure long life. Strip length easily
adjustable for your application. Blades are made from specially tempered
spring steel for clean, nick-free wire stripping. 

  JONARD              Wire Size Adjustable Strip-Off Length        Replacement

  P/N                   AWG       mm               Inches mm              Blade
  ST-100                 22-24    0.65-0.50   1 5/16” to 1 9/16”  33.33 to 39.68       SB-2224

  ST-100-2426       24-26    0.50-0.40   1 15/16” to 1 11/16”  39.68 to 42.86       SB-2426

  ST-100-2830       28-30    0.32-0.25       7/8” to 1 1/8”      22.22 to 28.57       SB-2830

WIRE CUT-AND-STRIP TOOLS 
ST-100 SERIES

CABLE RING TOOL
This cable ring tool is designed to cut/strip the outer jacket (sheath) of
many types of cables where the jackets are made from plastic, fabric or
rubber. The tool accommodates cable diameters from 3/16" (3.1mm) to
1/2"(12.7mm) cables. It can also accommodate larger diameter cables
with thinner wall jackets up to 1" (25.4mm) in diameter. Designed with
a metal slide, which allows you to put more or less tension on the cable.

JIC-2060
RB-2060

 JONARD
 P/N                           DESCRIPTION
 JIC-2060               Cable Ring Tool
 RB-2060/6              Pkg. of 6 Replacement Blades

 JONARD
 P/N DESCRIPTION

 JIC-4366 Optical Fiber Sheath Stripper & Ring Tool

 RB-2060/6 Pkg. of 6 Replacement Blades for ring feature of tool

 RB-2878/6 Pkg. 6 replacement blades for stripper feature of tool

OPTICAL FIBER CABLE SHEATH STRIPPER & RING TOOL
This Cable Sheath Stripper is used to ring-cut many types of tight
buffer, loose tube buffer, breakout cables and other types of jacketed
fiber cables. A slitting blade is built into the tool and can be used to slit
open the cable sheath if needed. Depth of the cut has two adjustments
for .018" or .031" thick plastic, rubber or fabric insulation, and can
handle cable diameters from 1/8" to 3/8". One spare blade of each style
is included with the tool. Also known as CT2860.

RB-2878

RB-2060

JIC-4366

Wire & Cable Strippers


